No Little Experience:
A Reaction to the Treuer Lecture
By Sydnee Beckett
Glancing over the syllabi for my English classes this semester, I noticed a
similarity: reading Little by David Treuer
was required in two courses. "Good," I
thought, "I can kill two birds with one
stone, write a paper and be done and on
to the next required text" I didn't have a
clue what a notable journey I was about
to embark on. • Starting the novel, I believed it would
lend me insight into an unfamiliar culture. Isn't that what books are meant to
do anyway? Show readers a culture or
lifestyle in a creative way? Growing up
in the Twin Cities, my knowledge about
Native American culture was severely
limited. I'm embarrassed to admit this,
but like several Americans, I held an incorrect stereotype.
Reading Little shattered this stereotype.
Because of the author's lengthy descriptions, Treuer's characters in this novel
became real people to me. I was fighting
against the river's current with Donovan
to save Little and eating oranges along
with Jeanette in Iowa. I could see the
stark white interior of Paul's rectory on
the reservation and feel the below-zero
temperature the night Duke and Ellis
saved Donovan from the abandoned
car. I sat in the trenches of Vietnam with
Stan and could sympathize when he

came home without Pick.
Although several of my classmates in Literary Theory despised Treuer's first novel,
I loved it. I loved the journey through the
hardships and slime of the characters' daily lives. I found the process of deciphering
the relatedness of each character to the
next exciting. I viewed the ending of the
book as hopeful; the characters had endured such hardships through their lives,
especially with the death of Little, but new
and brighter times were just. around the
corner.
I supported Treuer in both Literary
Theory and Literature Seminar because
I felt a connection with the author. I had
never met him before. Although his sentence lengths and interwoven story lines
seemed a burden to my classmates, I
thought we ought to give him more credit; it was his first novel, after all. Perhaps
the lengthy sentences and confusing story
lines that combined to form a treacherous
journey through Treuer's novel were sim
ply his writing style. All of the discussion.
over this novel fueled my excitement in
hearing the author speak.
There was nowhere else I wanted to be
on Tuesday night than sitting in the Buetow Music Auditorium soaking up the
stories and anecdotes. Call me a literary
freak but this was a man who the English

department and Concordia at large felt
should speak-at not only a one hour lecture but also an hour-long convocation.
This man attended Princeton University,
was advised by Toni Morrison, received
several awards for his writing and had
written three critically-acclaimed novels.
Perhaps he might have something to
share.
Treuer's interesting sense of humor
engaged the audience, causing laughter
numerous times throughout the night.
Some argued Treuer didn't realize his audience wasn't comprised only of students
but of monetary donors to the university.
But I found his use of profanity refreshing and honest and something students
don't expect to hear in an academic lecture. I couldn't let the opportunity to
thank.him slip through my fingers, so I
approached Treuer following the lecture
with a pressing question: What happened
to Little's body after he drowned in the
water tower? He answered my question
with a chuckle, admitting that Little's
body was sucked down into the town's
water supply. Was this symbolic? Treuer's
smirky grin answered yes. The event does
symbolize Little becoming a physical and
spiritual part of his entire community.
Chatting with Treuer reminded me more
of a conversation with a friend than with
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a critically-acclaimed author. Dressed in
a black sweater and jeans and drinking
Caribou Coffee, Treuer answered my
questions with humor and respect and I
found myself more convinced this would
be an experience I wouldn't soon forget.
At the convocation, Treuer spoke about
an unexpected recent connection with
his grandfather as well as how his journey as a writer allowed him to give back
to his family in a way only he could. The
subject matter became more personal
which explained his change of tone from
Tuesday night to Wednesday morning.
However, his level of comfort With the
audience remained the same.
After the convocation on Wednesday;
my Literature Seminar course met to discuss the two events. Two students noted
that they didn't care much for the book at
first, but after hearing Treuer speak, they
realized they appreciated the book more.
This brings up a valid point: Would we
as students like the books we hated more
after we met the authors of those books?
Would the classics such as Moby Dick
or Pride and Prejudice be less daunting
if Herman Melville or Jane Austen appeared in high school English classes
around the country to talk about their
books and philosophies on writing?
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By Steven N amanny

OPINION

Disaster zones create easy targets for
criminals. New Orleans is a place where
thousands of houses are under construction and few people are around.
Mexican workers are an easy target for
the thieves. These workers are typically
construction laborers that will be working
on a house. Burglars walk right up to the
workers and shoot them and take all their
belongings. This happens quite often and
has occurred down the street from Camp
Restore a number of times.
Sadly, another common type of theft is
committed by contractors. Contractors
will be working on a homeowner's house
and will ask for pay and then walk away
without finishing the job. Or these contractors will go to stores with the homeowner. The homeowner will buy the materials and the contractor will put them on
their truck and then drive off with them.
Currently there is roughly an average
of three homicides per week. A large percentage of these homicides take place in
New Orleans East where Camp Restore is
locate
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So how are communities to deal with all this crime? How are people ever going
to feel safe again? New Orleans does have fewer police officers than it would like,
but are more cops really the answer? What kind of presence is truly necessary?
In what ways can people take back their community so they can once again feel
safe?
These are the questions that New Orleans struggles to answer. Camp Restore is
also digging for answers. The camp's mission statement is "restoring faith, home
and community." How can Camp Restore safely achieve these, goals in such a
crime ridden neighborhood?
The solution begins by rebuilding people's homes and giving people a place to
live instead of FEMA trailers. When a pin-son moves into their new home hope
is sparked.
Hope that life may once again be normal. Hope that life may now have a sense
of security.
Since I have been in New Orleans I have been writing to update people with
what has been happening. You can keep up by checking out my blog at http://livingandthinldiT-steven.blogspot.com .,
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Two years ago, Hurricane Katrina hit Nevv
Orleans. Since then, New Orleans has become one of the most crime ridden cities
in the nation.
When disasters such as Katrina hit, citizens and authorities must pull out for a
short time. The lack of authority is not the
main cause of the increase in crime because
authorities, such as the police, firemen and
National Guard, are first to return to the disaster zone and efforts are made early on to
control the situation.
Crime increases because of the lack of
people. There are many shops but few people to run them. Granted, there are looters who will use this opportunity to steal
but overwhelmingly items are being taken
from stores from people living in the area
just trying to survive. Now two years down
the road, the crime is worse than before the
storm and is not getting better.
Camp Restore, where I live and work, is located in New Orleans East. This is a neighborhood where people do not willingly
travel alone. There is no walking around at
night in New Orleans East.
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